Leinsdorf gives Czech works

By Steven Shladover

The Boston Symphony Orchestra’s recent week of concerts consisted of a program of works by three Czech composers in honor of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Czech republic. The opening selection was the section of Bedrich Smetana’s symphonic cycle, “Ma Vlast” (My Country), entitled “From Bohemian Mountains and Forest.” This received a break and dynamic performance which was also loud. Somehow, the feeling of the music got lost under an impressively dexterous version of sound. It was almost as if Leinsdorf used this work as a rather perfunctory opening exercise to prepare the orchestra for the rest of the evening’s work. The orchestra certainly was prepared to cope with the challenges posed by the second work on the program, Lvis Janacek’s “Sinfonietta.” Op. 60, being given for the first time by the Boston Symphony. The unusual piece, actually a suite of fanfares based on Moravian speech rhythms, calls for a large orchestra, including fourteen trumpets, three tubas, and four trombones. When the orchestra found all the extra horn players is a mystery, considering the uniformly excellent quality of the sound they produced. The entire orchestra traveled in this magnificent, shows given, and Leinsdorf kept things moving quite efficiently throughout. A program of Czech symphonic Tovejnak Dvorak music without a selection by Dvorak could be unachievable, as Maestro Leinsdorf obliged by concluding his program with the popular Dvorak Symphony No. 8 (formerly known as Op. 88). Although this reading was not on a level with that of the Tovejnak Dvorak, it was quite disappointing. Late romantic music like this should be “up” technically, and sonorities do it in a kinrnesly manner. Leinsdorf concerned himself with technical precision and crisp attacks.

Grateful Dead-a winner

By Tony Lima

For those of you who haven’t heard, “Anthem of the Sun” is an annual record. It begins to trend such past hits as “Sargent Pepper” and the Electric Fumes “Mons in F Minor.” Basically, the structure of the record comes across as a mini-opera, with individual numbers having distinction only in the ears of the listener. There is literally no separation, either on the grooves in the sound. However, the changes can be heard, even if only gradually. The record can be seen, even from a jam and casual playing—it often seems as if the group is not trying hard enough, or is just without a focus, and the band can appear more and more, occasionally using the form as a means to an end.
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Do you think a bright young engineer should spend his most imaginative years on the same assignment?

Neither do we.

That’s why we have a two-year Rotation Program for graduating engineers who want to explore several technical areas. And that’s why many of our areas are organized by function—rather than by project.

At Hughes, you might work on spacecraft, communications satellites and/or tactical missiles during your first two years.

All you need is an EE, ME or Physics degree and talent.

If you qualify, we’ll arrange for you to work on several different assignments…and you can help pick them.

You may select specialized jobs, or broad systems-type jobs. Or you can choose not to change assignments if you’d rather develop in-depth skills in one area.

Either way, we think you’ll like the Hughes approach.

It means you’ll become more versatile in a shorter time.

(And your salary will show it.)

Hughes

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: October 21 & 22, 1968

Representatives of several activities of Hughes Aircraft Company (each with highly-specialized personnel requirements and separate interview schedules) will visit your campus. If your career interests lie in one or more of the following fields of aerospace/electronics, contact your Placement Office TODAY to make sure your name gets on the interviewing schedule for HUGHES AEROSPACE DIVISIONS:

- Microwave & Antenna Engineering
- Guidance & Control Engineering
- Spacecraft Design Engineering
- Components & Materials Engineering
- Weapon Systems Engineering
- Electro-Optical Engineering
- Microcircuit Engineering
- Space Systems Engineering
- Missile Systems Engineering
- Circuit Design Engineering

U.S. Citizenship required. An equal opportunity employer.

FOG college drop-in: special weekend rate

Data driving up for Big Fesh?

Old prep school roomie coming to the campus?

Brother mushing down from Dartmouth for the weekend?

Six getting in for a Harvard Square Happening?

Great! Put them up in style and have a wonderful time on the interviewing schedule for HUGHES AEROSPACE DIVISIONS:

- Aerospace
- Electronics
- Components
- Materials
- Systems

And would you prefer to explore several fields of aerospace/electronics, contact your Placement Office TODAY to make sure your name doesn’t get rounder (less square) the fast end of the program. You may select special-interest assignments...and have the opportunity to use your full potential.

Hughes

neither do we.